
“You see,” Sherlock Holmes tells Dr. Watson in story after story, “but you do not observe.” In her 
witty, erudite and eminently readable writings on film for The New York Times, Manohla Dargis 
consistently does both.

For film critics, a looming pitfall is the seduction of synopsis: It is all too easy to file a review that is little 
more than a summary of the action on screen. Since Dargis joined The Times as a chief film critic in 2004,  
she has elegantly sidestepped this trap in the more than 100 reviews and feature articles she writes each year.

In her hands, a review is no mere reprise. Instead, she draws on a command of film history that 
stretches from the silent era to the avant-garde and leads readers on a cleareyed exploration of a film as  
a social document — a document that bears the imprint of the culture in which it was made. 

In particular, Dargis, one of the few female staff critics for a large-circulation daily newspaper, has long 
been concerned with the ways the movie industry endeavors to depict, cast and appeal to women — with or 
without success. Consider her take on Angelina Jolie’s film “Maleficent”:

“In broad strokes, ‘Maleficent’ is Disney’s latest bid to recast a dusty story for a contemporary 
audience, one that has, over the years, complained with good reason about the company’s 
representations, particularly of female characters. For decades, Disney has responded with an 
array of plucky girls and women whose desires extend beyond romantic longing. Usually,  
they have adventures, and not just dreams, to go with their wasp waists and froufrou. Sometimes 
they save the day and their true love, which is better and more fun than waiting to be saved. Yet 
Disney heroines, whether princesses or not, have almost always ended up as reliably paired off as 
if they were boarding Noah’s ark.”

Though Dargis makes clear that a film career still entails big obstacles for women, her writing is 
cautiously hopeful, reminding readers that a place has opened at the table for women as actors, directors, 
audience members and readers and writers of criticism — though not as large as might be wished.

Writing from Alabama about the making of a civil-rights film, “Selma,” directed by Ava DuVernay,  
a black woman, she wrote: “As she called ‘Action!,’ and people and horses began to run, smoke  
flooding the air, it was thrilling to witness a female director bring this agonizing American story to life and,  
in the process, stake her own claim on our cultural history.” 

As she also pointed out, however, it will take more than such filmmakers “to disrupt the industry’s 
sexism, which has long shut women out from directing movies and, increasingly, shuts them out on screen, 
too. … Gender equality is an undeniable imperative. But it’s also essential to the future of the movies: This 
American art became great with stories about men and women, not just a superhero and some token chick.”

The holder of a master’s degree in cinema studies from New York University, she can discourse 
informatively in print on camera angles, cinematography and actors’ on-screen iconography. Yet thanks 
to her lively prose, mordant insights, playful sensibility and descriptive power, her work remains utterly 
accessible to a general readership.
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“The film’s visual style is precise, unassuming to the point of seeming invisibility and in the service of 
the characters, with compositions that remain unfussy and uncluttered, even when the rooms are busy,”  
she writes of “Boyhood,” one of the most talked-about motion pictures of 2014, shot by Richard Linklater over 
12 years. She adds of Linklater, “He’s a poet-geometrician of intimacy.”

In covering a business that expects critics to serve as de facto publicists, Dargis makes it plain, in  
her uncompromising reviews and her rigorously reported articles, that though she loves the cinema  
and understands it deeply, she will never be in thrall to it. In so doing, she urges readers to think twice  
about experts’ opinions about films and to ask why those opinions came to dominate public discussion  
in the first place.

Dargis describes “Belle,” a movie about the mixed-race daughter of a noble 18th-century English 
family, as being “in the Merchant-Ivory school of serious, tasteful entertainments.” But she continues, 
tellingly, “It’s easy to mock such films, with their pretty manners and people, but, at their best, they open 
a door onto an old world that is sometimes more fragile, brittle, imperiled and considerably more complex 
than its sumptuous trappings at first suggest.”

Though her every column is impeccably self-contained, her body of work forms a bracing, continuing 
conversation about the way we live now. Evocative and unflinching, her writing bears witness to her  
faith that cinema can reflect the world in which we live and, if we are very lucky, transform it. We are proud 
to nominate Manohla Dargis for the Pulitzer Prize for Criticism.


